


Missing Eastbourne and England’s South Coast. 
 
We moved from Sussex to New Zealand back in 2003, and having sold our business 
here in NZ in 2017 we jumped at the chance to buy a Fairline Squadron 50 to use over 
UK summers and to spend time with family and friends in England.  Having been one 
of the original families to register for a building site back in the 90s when Sovereign 
Harbour was still on the drawing board, it seemed an obvious choice as a permanent 
home for “Fern”. A great choice, as it turned out, as we found everyone was really 
helpful with Mel and Simon and the SHBHA very welcoming and great contacts. 
 
We had a fantastic time during the summer of 2019 – re-exploring the English side of 
the Channel – (our picture of Rampion wind farm in the mist won the club prize!) and 
we got as far as Helford River in Cornwall before eventually settling Fern back into the 
care of Eastbourne Marina, Tate Marine, and some willing local friends. We spent the 
(UK) winter months – (summer here back in NZ)- planning our boating for the UK 
summer of 2020 in great anticipation! Flights booked – boat refurbished – and then the 
global disaster of Covid 19 and the world of restricted travel and lockdowns began! It 
looked like we would be likely to miss out on a UK trip in 2020 altogether, and although 
we appreciated the freedom we were lucky enough to enjoy here in NZ – we badly 
missed not being able to travel back to Blighty. As we approached the end of the year 
it became terrifyingly apparent that 2021 was looking pretty unlikely too!  Another year 
with no boating?  Well, you only live once, and an opportunity for a Riviera (Australian) 
37 came up - and we were waterborne again! 
 
We thought we’d share with you a little of our trip up the north-east coast of New 
Zealand earlier this year. Now we feel we can talk about it with some lifting of 
lockdown in the UK. 
 
With Ninå’s freezer repaired and fully stocked, and fuelled to the max– we set off from 
Tauranga (in the Bay of Plenty) at about 5.30pm on a late January evening 
(midsummer down here, of course) to make anchorage at Home bay off Slipper Island, 
just over 40 miles away, by 8.30 with the light fading. We spent the next day cruising 
around Mercury Bay, and the eastern Coromandel, which is where we fell in love with 
boats (and New Zealand) over 30 years ago, before settling down in our very favourite 
Mercury Cove for the night.  All those years ago we were astounded by the beauty of 
the Mercury Islands, and even called one of our UK boats “Coromandel”, and for us it 
is still one of the most magical places on this planet. 
  

 
Mercury Cove Magic!                             Bay of Islands 
 



Great Mercury Island is owned by Michael Fay, who backed New Zealand’s first 
Americas Cup campaign in 1987, and David Richwhite and they welcome recreational 
boaties – even laying on entertainment and music for the many boats that assemble 
there over the Christmas and New Year break. However, by the end of January, the 
JAFAs (just another frigging Aucklander) had all gone home and we had the place 
pretty much to ourselves. 
 
A 55 mile trip round the top of the Coromandel Peninsular took us into the Hauraki 
Gulf and we anchored for the night at Oneroa Bay on the northern side of Waiheke.  
 
We spent the next few days based in Westhaven Marina to watch a couple of days 
Prada Cup semi-final races with our son Alex and friends.  After refuelling we headed 
back out into the Waitemata Harbour and spent a happy night anchored in Huruhi Bay 
on the south side of Waiheke Island. A good time’s fishing the next day was marred 
slightly by a really stupid mistake for which I and “Captain Pugwash” Richard are 
equally to blame.  Pottering along at about 10 kts in between fishing spots, a loud 
banging prompted me to check all doors etc. down below, when a yell from the 
flybridge had me back up the ladder pronto.  Richard had just noticed the anchor 
swinging around, the gypsy having let loose and 9m of chain showing on the chain 
counter!  Anchor was retrieved, and we crawled into the nearest bay – checking the 
automatic bilge warning lights were not on – if we’d made a hole in the hull we were 
not taking on too much water!!  A very friendly local offered to dive underneath, and 
reported that he could see little more than a minor mark or two on the hull so we may 
have got away with it!  We never before had, and now certainly never will move ahead 
without clipping on the anchor keep strap!  With some big sea miles still ahead of us, 
we decided to play it safe and called into Gulf Harbour marina – who were amazingly 
helpful, and arranged a quick lift and hold for the following morning to check the 
damage. A temporary gelcoat repair to a tiny area just below the waterline, and a 
newly purchased second anchor chain snubber fitted, and we were back in the water 
and on our way North. 
 
We spent the next couple of weeks cruising along the coast, anchoring in some of the 
most scenic bays in the world, including Kawau Island, Tutukaka Harbour , the Bay of 
Islands, and then further on through the Cavalli Isles and into the beautiful  
Whangaroa Harbour where we lucked into a fun night at the local game fishing 
competition. 
 

 
    Whangaroa Harbour Entrance                                   Not another BBQ!                                                         
 



The furthest north we made was the harbour at Monganui, where we sampled the 
“world famous in New Zealand” fush and chups, before finally heading south again 
back to the Bay of Islands.  With a couple of nights to shelter from the weather at the 
Town Quay in Whangarei (having correctly calculated the very small window between 
tides to ensure enough water below the boat and enough headroom to pass below the 
new bridge) we headed back to the Hauraki Gulf and the first weekend of the Prada 
Cup final. 
 

     
 Arrival at Westhaven Auckland                 Just for the Poms Ineos UK 
 
Covid struck again – and Auckland went back into full lockdown for a few days - but 
we were able to head home for a few days by car as the regions were only semi 
restricted. 

                 
 
 Back to Auckland for the rest of the Prada Cup final, being part of the amazing flotilla 
of spectator boats soaking up the atmosphere.  It was almost like being back in the 
Solent with so many boats!  We spent another week cruising the Hauraki Gulf and 
stunning Western Coromandel before leaving Ninå with her new owners Dave and 
Julie at Whangamata.  
In all, we travelled 979 nm, used 3922 litres of diesel, watched over 30 amazing 
sunsets, visited over 50 stunning bays, caught almost enough snapper, and, as 
always, met some new boating friends. 
In the meantime, Fern is patiently waiting for us to get our jabs and be able to book our 
flights and be back in Eastbourne to enjoy her and spend time with our English boating 
friends again, swapping anchoring in deserted bays for good old English pubs in 
historical seaside towns and villages!    Can’t wait! 
 
Lucy and “Pugwash” Ive 
 
 



Positions and Bearings   
Saturday 6th November  10.00-12.00 
If your GPS went down, would you know where you 
were? Learn or refresh the basic skills of navigation in a 
practical way. 
The course will start in the gazebo which will be near the locks 
Places will be limited so you will need to book 
(Membership@SHBHA.com) 
*If you have a hand bearing compass or binoculars with this 
integrated function please bring them with you.  
*Some activities will be held outside so wrap up warmly.  
 

Coming up in 2022…… Dates for your diary…..details to follow 
 

SPLOSH! February 12th Another chance for members to learn 
about their lifejacket and life raft in a warm swimming pool.  
 

FLARES AMNESTY, LIFEJACKET CHECK AND BOAT JUMBLE  
March 26th 
 
Seeing Red! 

Refuelling after a long period of absence I thought I had 

it cracked. I had the red fob. I had a crib sheet to hand 

from my induction instructions. I am sad however to 

report fellow berth-holder that I failed. I got fuel. I got the receipt. I didn’t 

however get the discount for fuel at cost given to annual berth holders!  

As I didn’t realise this until we got back to berth I phoned and asked the 

price of fuel at the pump and the price for annual berth holders. Hearing 

that there was about 20p+ difference I explained my predicament to be 

asked was the screen orange or blue? In all honesty I couldn’t remember 

but they said they could sort me out if I popped back with the receipts.  

Sad to say it was not a direct refund to the card as the two systems are 

not compatible but a credit to my account. 

To save others, who might be topping up after returning from a summer 

cruise or for the winter, from this fate I thought it might be useful to 

summarise the instructions but have some photos included so as to be 

supportive as possible.  

 
You will see from the photos that the light makes screen reading difficult at 
times 
 
Help is at hand…….Fuelling instructions 
 
Ensure your boat is ready to fuel by removing your fuel cap. 
 
Find the nearest white payment terminal behind the pumps.  
 
All berth holders should own a red fob, if not please visit the 

lock office for one.  
 
Please place the red fob where is says 
place fob here. You will hear a beep 
and the screen will show a blue 
box.  
(If it is orange it has failed, please 
wait and try again.) 
 
Insert credit or debit card in the 
card slot below.  

 
Choose fuel type and select pump you would like to 
pump from. This information is on the side of the pump. 
 
Select a pre-authorised maximum amount. (n.b. you will 
only be charged the amount for the fuel you have taken 
once payment has been authorised by the transaction company.) Enter 
your PIN.  
 
After authorisation, you have 2 minutes to lift to start fuelling.  
Remove nozzle from the pump and fuel the boat.  
 

Once finished, please replace nozzle in the pump and press ‘Ticket’, ‘Print 
current receipt’, then select the pump used. The receipt will come out. 
Check that you have received the discount! 
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A Fantastic Aid! 

I love my paper charts and have folios for all of the areas we visit. The 

weekly NTM’s can be downloaded but when did you last do that? I used to 

do it faithfully when they were published in the back of nautical magazines 

but its just another job amongst all the others. I have my waypoints 

pencilled on them. I can do calculations involving headings and bearings 

and positions. I have a bag full of navigational equipment. There is no 

substitute………. If all else fails they are there. 

I have my waypoints programmed into the plotters onboard. I have a back 

up battery to power these devices if the electrics fail but again the charts 

on those need updating often at cost. 

Then I came across the belt and braces job. Navionics for Android! 

A new up to date folio of charts costs between £30-£50. The Navionics 

yearly update is £34.99 for the whole of the UK and Holland! This includes 

daily updates at the click of the button and a whole host of other features.  

Routes and tracks can be easily initiated. Tides and weather can be 

checked. Its all there! The scale can be altered and homing in gives all the 

information that’s required. You can even add photos to remind you of 

views on your next trip.  

And all on the small and easily portable tablet. To illustrate the ‘app’  

(available from the Playstore) I have used some shots from my latest trip.  

 

 

Shows the tide states 

and heights now or 

days ahead. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Showing current track, tidal 

flow, neapes or springs and 

state of tide you can keep 

bang on the minute. 

 

 

 

 

You can zoom in and get a 

feel for where you’re going 

along with any dangerously 

near shallows etc. 

 

 

 

 

You can zoom out and show 

track door to door, nautical 

miles done, average speed, 

fastest speed, time taken 

during or at the end of the 

trip. 

Well worth investigating 

further! It may be for 

you too! 
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What’s Been Going On?  

It seems unimaginable that we are free to go away now but things still 

carry on normally back on the home front! 

Summer seasonal staff were employed to help with some of the routines 

and extra workload that comes with the increased footfall.  

Reassuringly I can say that non-UK boats from countries on the green or 

amber list have to register with the UK Border Force as per the protocol 

and prove that all crew are double jabbed before they can enter the 

marina.  

Those berth holders in the central harbour have faced difficulties related to 

the cladding problems being rectified on the surrounding flats. Parking has 

had to be restricted for berth holders and residents alike and this can make 

things difficult at peak periods so please park 

considerately within the lines of the bay.  The 

project will be on-going for some time as you 

can imagine but the builders are working 

closely with the Marina Manager to try and 

ensure that the project is completed in good 

time and with the maximum cooperation. The 

company do regular sweeps and are also 

responsible for bird control and scaffolding.  

Additional problems with the entry and exit barriers are now fixed after a 

long wait for parts from Italy.  

Parking under Hamilton Quay also has been compromised by unauthorised 

long-term parking of vehicles. Some of the classic cars and abandoned 

vehicles have been advised about the legal position and some have already 

been moved. The list will continue to be monitored and actioned 

appropriately. 

The glass bin service is now ‘back on line’ having been suspended due to 

lack of use during restrictions. A recent walk around found all types of bins 

unlocked and ready for use. There is still some abuse of what can be left in 

the bin areas and if in doubt ask at the office. A bigger oil bund for the 

boatyard is on order to help with this particular aspect. 

The delaminating fibre glass distribution boxes around the marina are 

being replaced. Four have already been done and there are two more to go 

with another two in the approval pipeline. The electrician is also getting 

faster now he has done the job four times!!! 

Several boats that have been shown little or no care over a period of time 

are being chased by the Marina to improve the look of their 

craft.  

New signage on the safety equipment around each harbour 

should now be on display on each bridgehead. These may 

well prove to be important in an emergency as Berth holders 

can easily see at a glance the nearest ladder or buoy etc. is. 

Buying in bulk helped staff procure 20 new ladders for deployment around 

the harbours. They will, like the boxes, replace the delaminating ones.  

New staff for the boatyard mean that the area is now fully staffed. The 

team have been being signed off the tasks and equipment they need to 

use and the culture has changed. The boat yard is tidier and more 

organised than in the past and there will be stricter monitoring of the 

regulations that should be adhered to. For example….berth holders’ cars 

are not allowed to park in there. Please be aware though that if you have 

bulky or heavy items you can make arrangements to enter, load or unload 

and then return your vehicle to the nearby carparks. There will not be 

access via the back gate other than in emergencies as there are footpaths 

down either side of the yard which lead to the main gates.  

The completion of the block paving plan in this 

area is in the list of the top three projects that 

Dan would like to achieve in the next budget.  

There is a problem with the North Harbour 

bridge that will present challenges. The rams, which are ten years old, 

need replacing but how to access them is the issue. Consultation is taking 

place as to how to achieve this with the minimum amount of disruption. 
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Hydraulics are checked and hoses changed, along with a deep clean of the ram pits under 

the walkways. We also replace one of the hydraulic rams each year, with one always away 

being refurbished for the next year.  

The hardest day of the lock shutdown is dewater day. The shopping list includes divers, lift 

teams, a 100t crane, 9 stop logs, the gantry, pumps, electricians, discharge hoses, and 

something like 120 individual crane lifts to make it happen. Normal is 14 hours and 8 pizzas.  

 

Inner stop logs going in 
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Here are the answers to the quiz that was in the last 
edition.  

 

Hope you did well but at least you will have picked 

up something along the way.  

 

Freeze the balls off a brass monkey 
In days of old, cannonballs were piled on deck beside the cannon in 

pyramid fashion and retained in a ring called a brass monkey. If the 
weather was very cold, the brass ring would contract faster than the iron 
cannonballs, causing some of them to topple. From this the expression 

was, and is today, used to describe something that is very cold. 
As the crow flies 

It’s the most direct route from one place to another without detours. 
Before modern navigational systems existed, British vessels customarily 
carried a cage of crows. These birds fly straight to the nearest land when 

released at sea, indicating where the nearest land is. 
Aboveboard 
Pirates would often hide much of their crew below the deck. Ships that 

displayed crew openly on the deck were thought to be honest merchant 
ships, known as “above board.” 

In the doldrums 
Sailors named the area of the ocean on either side of the equator the 
Doldrums. This area is known to have unstable, light wind conditions, so 

sailing ships caught in the Doldrums could be stranded. Today it describes 
someone in low spirits, stagnated or depressed. 

Mind your p’s and q’s 
When in port, sailors would get credit at the taverns until they were paid. 
The barman would keep a record of their drinks on a chalkboard behind 

the bar. A mark was made under “p” for pint or “q” for quart. On payday, a 
sailor was liable for each mark next to his name and forced to “mind his p’s 
and q’s.” Today the term means to remain well behaved. 

Pierced ears 
Pirates pierced their ears, not to look suave but because it was believed 

that piercing the ears with such precious metals as silver and gold 
improved one's eyesight. Even relatively respectable seafaring men 
indulged in the practice. 

 

Letting the cat out of the bag 
This term comes from the old naval punishment of being whipped with a 

“cat-o’-nine-tails.” The whip was kept in a leather bag, and when the 
sailors “let the cat out of the bag” they had usually done something that 

would result in punishment. The term today means someone has said 
something that was not to be said or revealed a secret. 
Walk the plank 

It is confirmed that pirates would throw men overboard for one infraction 
or another. But no one was ever recorded to have “walked the plank.” It’s 
a Hollywood movie myth. 

Pipe down 
This original nautical term was an officer’s whistle sound denoting the 

completion of an above-deck work shift and giving permission to go below. 
This expression is now used to mean “be quiet” or keep quiet.” 
Limey 

It originally was a term that referred to a British sailor. Now it’s used 
generally to indicate someone who is British. But the term came from the 

17th- and 18th-century practice of issuing lime juice to British sailors to 
combat scurvy. 
Square meal 

This is an expression synonymous with a proper or substantial meal. It 
originated from the square platters that were used to serve meals aboard 

sailing ships. 
Davy Jones’ locker 
A nautical term dating from the 1700s. Davy Jones was sailor slang for the 

devil. To send someone to Davy Jones meant killing him. Being sent to 
Davy Jones’ locker implied that the individual was definitely not going to 
heaven! 

Posh 
Today this word means superior or fashionable and expensive. The word 

originated in Colonial Boston, where the trunks of wealthy passengers 
would carry the label “POSH,” which stood for “Portside Out Starboard 
Home.” It told handlers where to place the luggage to avoid intense sun 

exposure. 
Skyscraper 

It originates from the term for a small, triangular-shaped sail that was set 
above the other sails on the old square-rigged vessels. They were so tall 
that they seemed to scrape the sky. 



Here are the answers to the quiz that was in the last 
edition.  

 

Hope you did well but at least you will have picked 

up something along the way.  

 

Freeze the balls off a brass monkey 
In days of old, cannonballs were piled on deck beside the cannon in 

pyramid fashion and retained in a ring called a brass monkey. If the 
weather was very cold, the brass ring would contract faster than the iron 
cannonballs, causing some of them to topple. From this the expression 

was, and is today, used to describe something that is very cold. 
As the crow flies 

It’s the most direct route from one place to another without detours. 
Before modern navigational systems existed, British vessels customarily 
carried a cage of crows. These birds fly straight to the nearest land when 

released at sea, indicating where the nearest land is. 
Aboveboard 
Pirates would often hide much of their crew below the deck. Ships that 

displayed crew openly on the deck were thought to be honest merchant 
ships, known as “above board.” 

In the doldrums 
Sailors named the area of the ocean on either side of the equator the 
Doldrums. This area is known to have unstable, light wind conditions, so 

sailing ships caught in the Doldrums could be stranded. Today it describes 
someone in low spirits, stagnated or depressed. 

Mind your p’s and q’s 
When in port, sailors would get credit at the taverns until they were paid. 
The barman would keep a record of their drinks on a chalkboard behind 

the bar. A mark was made under “p” for pint or “q” for quart. On payday, a 
sailor was liable for each mark next to his name and forced to “mind his p’s 
and q’s.” Today the term means to remain well behaved. 

Pierced ears 
Pirates pierced their ears, not to look suave but because it was believed 

that piercing the ears with such precious metals as silver and gold 
improved one's eyesight. Even relatively respectable seafaring men 
indulged in the practice. 
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This term comes from the old naval punishment of being whipped with a 

“cat-o’-nine-tails.” The whip was kept in a leather bag, and when the 
sailors “let the cat out of the bag” they had usually done something that 

would result in punishment. The term today means someone has said 
something that was not to be said or revealed a secret. 
Walk the plank 

It is confirmed that pirates would throw men overboard for one infraction 
or another. But no one was ever recorded to have “walked the plank.” It’s 
a Hollywood movie myth. 

Pipe down 
This original nautical term was an officer’s whistle sound denoting the 

completion of an above-deck work shift and giving permission to go below. 
This expression is now used to mean “be quiet” or keep quiet.” 
Limey 

It originally was a term that referred to a British sailor. Now it’s used 
generally to indicate someone who is British. But the term came from the 

17th- and 18th-century practice of issuing lime juice to British sailors to 
combat scurvy. 
Square meal 

This is an expression synonymous with a proper or substantial meal. It 
originated from the square platters that were used to serve meals aboard 

sailing ships. 
Davy Jones’ locker 
A nautical term dating from the 1700s. Davy Jones was sailor slang for the 

devil. To send someone to Davy Jones meant killing him. Being sent to 
Davy Jones’ locker implied that the individual was definitely not going to 
heaven! 

Posh 
Today this word means superior or fashionable and expensive. The word 

originated in Colonial Boston, where the trunks of wealthy passengers 
would carry the label “POSH,” which stood for “Portside Out Starboard 
Home.” It told handlers where to place the luggage to avoid intense sun 

exposure. 
Skyscraper 

It originates from the term for a small, triangular-shaped sail that was set 
above the other sails on the old square-rigged vessels. They were so tall 
that they seemed to scrape the sky. 




